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DOESN’T
EXIST.
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IS A PLAN.
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Aurora Maria Riviezzo:
In Greek philosophy from Plato to Plotinus, ugliness
was considered to be the equivalent of non-existence. In the
history of aesthetics, appearance was considered for a long
time as being simply a moral judgment, therefore beauty
was good and ugliness was bad. In Christian iconography, as
a result of the dualism between body and soul, ugliness also
came to express a kind of pain, thus claiming a positive role
in humanity. The idea of ugliness succeeded in becoming
completely tangible only in the second half of the nineteenth
century with the publication of Aesthetics of Ugliness by
Karl Rosenkranz, when, in an attempt to reclaim its
own autonomy, it stopped being just a moment of beauty,
reconciling itself with beauty through the mediation of
the comic and the grotesque.
Beniamino, in your book OBVIUS you write that
every action needs to reveal itself and aim towards beauty.
Are you once again downgrading ugliness to being only
considered as the dissonant alter ego of beauty? Do
you think it is possible that ugliness should deserve an
aesthetic attention or should it be considered merely as
an essential contradiction of beauty before it can make
itself known?
Beniamino Servino: Beauty is a journey
towards an unattainable completeness. Beauty is an
aspiration, both ethical and political; it is a way to achieve
a social redemption, it is a way to find a new dialogue
between parts [to strike a fair balance between the parts
of the city].
Beauty doesn’t exist. Beauty is a plan.
AMR: You have often said that beauty moves
between the familiar and the wonderful. Could you also
define the surroundings in which ugliness could
be effective?
BS: The Familiar as something Recognizable and the
Wonderful as astonishment. The Recognizable (which can
be reduced to famous characteristics) is the presupposition
to avoid fear, scare,horror. Beauty and Ugliness reflect
each other in this necessity. The first one goes towards
Pleasure, the second one towards Disgust.

AMR: You
have also written
that beauty, in
physical terms,
corresponds to
breasts. What then
would correspond
to ugliness?
BS: Big
breasts [full
of milk] are an
example of the first
kind of satisfaction
[erotic and hunger].
Consequently, Beauty provides a
gratification of pleasures.
AMR: In Monumental Need,
your research about the landscape
of abandonment is called MIRABILIS
ORRIBILIS. Do you think that ugliness
is more able than beauty to encourage an
emotional catharsis?
BS: The perception of Ugliness is
necessary to set off the search for Beauty.

AMR: The etymology of the term ‘monster’ (Italian:
mostro) is from the Latin word monestrum which means
‘prodigy’, ‘amazing thing’, and so it doesn’t in any way express
an idea of ugliness. With the term ‘ecomonster’ (Italian:
ecomostro) we refer to all bad architectural constructions,
largely illegal, that ruin the surrounding landscape and
the environment.
Over the last few weeks, your campaign of the
deletion of the term ecomonster has already became very
popular on Facebook. What exactly do you suggest doing?
BS: Firstly, we should stop using the terms
Environment and Landscape indifferently.
Landscape is not Environment.
The Environment is the three-dimensional space
where life resides, the Landscape is the two-dimensional
level which represents it.
The Environment contains health, wholesomeness,
biodiversity, biological variety and their opposites. The
Landscape is a documentation of a palimpsest [which shows
all the other layers].
The Environment is diachronic. The Landscape
is synchronic. The Landscape is not built [or rebuilt] on
modelling. The Landscape holds all of its layers together
simultaneously. The Landscape doesn’t organize each
layer into a hierarchy, it equalizes them all. Architectural
demolition would be the flattering choice of a picturesque
and outdated environmentalism. The leftovers/ruins/
unfinished buildings are instead suited to become monumental
because of their shape and dimension. The leftovers/ruins/
unfinished buildings carry historical memory.
IN PRAISE OF SUPPORTIVE ECO-RESIDUE.
Devoid of any possible functions the monstrous residue as
an aesthetic exercise of stratification against the propaganda
absolves consciences from an inviolable picturesque.

It should be noted that Beniamino Servino decides
never to talk about ugliness - he uses the word only twice although he is constantly working with ugly things and with
its being, in particular in his drawings.
Nowadays it has become so tedious to hear people
discussing the significant role of architects in the
beautification of cities and their suburbs.
Could failure be a personal right?
Could uglification, then, be a new
kind of moral duty? 
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